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Introduction
Binomial taxonomic nomenclature is 

problematic for prokaryotes. Much existing 
classification has origins in polyphasic and 
phenotypic classifications that do not reflect 
relatedness at molecular level, and is under 
continual active revision that results in 
widespread confusion in literature, databases, 
and historical collections.

Taxonomic classification nevertheless 
remains central to many areas of significant 
public impact, including development of 
political policy for legislation, and border 
control that aims to reduce disease risks to 
agriculture from pathogenic bacteria. To meet 
policy goals effectively with diagnostic tools 
and associate disease risk with identity, 
historical classifications need to be revisited.

Figure 1 Global prevalence of enterobacterial plant pathogens

We use measures of genomic relatedness 
and a graph decomposition approach to 
subdivide enterobacterial plant pathogens into 
groupings (cliques) based only on inherent 
properties of their complete genomes. These 
groups require no arbitrary thresholding and 
are stable to introduction of new sequences. 
They are capable of providing a basis for:

•  universal indexing of prokaryotes
•  probabilistic estimates of risk conditioned 

on clique membership. 
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Methods
Average Nucleotide Identity (ANI) is a sequence comparison method that 

calculates pairwise nucleotide identity between two genomes. We used PYANI 
(http://widdowquinn.github.io/pyani/) to calculate and visualise all-vs-all ANI 
values for 127 enterobacterial plant pathogen genomes from Erwinia, Dickeya and 
Pectobacterium (Figure 4).

Graph decomposition
ANI (%identity) values are used to construct a graph in which nodes represent 

sequenced isolates, and edges are weighted by ANI. The graph is progressively 
trimmed of edges from lowest to highest ANI. As edges are removed, nodes 
coalesce into cliques, in which all nodes are connected to all other nodes in the 
clique, with ANI greater than the current threshold. At some thresholds, it is 
observed that all genomes/nodes are unambiguously assigned to a single clique 
(Figure 2).

The frequency of unambiguous cliques is greatest at thresholds corresponding to 
existing genus-level, species-level and subspecies-level classifications (Figure 3), 
suggesting that these thresholds correspond to meaningful biological divisions.

Figure 2 Plot of cluster confusion (number of genomes assigned to 
more than one clique) against %identity threshold. Zeros occur when 
every genome is unabiguously assigned to a clique.

Figure 3 Density plot of zero confusion frequency against percentage 
identity edge trimming. Peaks indicate graph decompositions where 
all genomes are unambiguously assigned to cliques.

Results
We applied ANI to sequenced genomes of 34 Dickeya, 55 Pectobacterium, and 38 Erwinia isolates to obtain an 

initial classification. This indicated that several novel species-level groups for Dickeya (2), Pectobacterium (4) and 
Erwinia (2) can be proposed.

We decomposed the ANI graph into natural groupings at genus (≈86% id) and species (≈95%) identity levels. This 
indicated that the Pectobacterium genus grouping is stable and consistent with sequenced isolates. However the 
Dickeya genus can be subdivided into three (splitting off D. aquatica and D. paradisiaca) genus-level groups, and 
the Erwinia genus divided into 13 (thirteen) genus-level groups.

The decomposition supports several reclassifications and novel species groupings for each genus (Figure 5).

Figure 4 Average nucleotide identity plot for 127 enterobacterial plant pathogen genomes produced by 
PYANI (http://widdowquinn.github.io/pyani/). Red squares indicate that genomes share >95% nucleotide 
identity; blue squares indicate that genomes share <95% identity. Row and column dendrograms cluster 
genomes by how similar their identity profiles are; dendrogram colours indicate isolate species assign-
ment before ANI analysis. Large red blocks on the diagonal correspond to species (at >95% id).
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Figure 5 Sankey (river) diagram showing proposed reclassifications of enterobacterial plant pathogen 
isolates at genus and species level, after graph decomposition (L to R: isolate classification; genus by 
decomposition; isolate classification; species by decomposition). The Pectobacterium genus is stably 
assigned, but reassortment of isolates at species level is indicated. Decomposition suggests D. aquatica 
and D. paradisiaca should be reassigned at genus level, and several Dickeya  species level reclassifica-
tions are proposed. Graph decomposition suggests much reorganisation of Erwinia is necessary
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Conclusions
•    Bacterial taxonomic and nomenclature assignments in historical collections and public databases do not 
always agree with molecular and genomic evidence
•    ANI is a global measure of genome similarity useful for bacterial classification
•    Decomposition of graphs constructed from all-vs-all ANI of bacterial genomes produces classifications 
that broadly agree with, but refine existing classifications at biologically-meaningful levels
•    Classifications produced by this approach suggest widespread reclassification of some genera (e.g. 
Erwinia) but confirm existing groupings in other clades
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